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typical corporate story.. A highly interesting book to read
Reveals the positive impact of individual quest for truth and
freedom which to others may seem like an act of anarchism but
dangerous to be imitated by common individuals Great to be
read as a form of entertainment but not as a manual for
activism One has to know the dangers that idealism can lead
one into as not everyone is cut to be activist.Good book to read
for young readers as it might provide insights on the flaws in
the system and where the system itself refuses to change or
clean its acts it will take the younger generations to show them
one thing or two about changes that need to be carried out.
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GirlIMDb A Person Of High Intelligence Struggles To Make
Sense Of The World As It Relates To Morality, Relationships,
Sex And Leaving Her Apartment The Diary Of A Nobody
Wikipedia The Diary Records The Daily Events In The Lives Of
A London Clerk, Charles Pooter, His Wife Carrie, His Son
William Lupin, And Numerous Friends And Acquaintances
Over A Period Ofmonths Before Their Collaboration On The
Diary, The Brothers Each Pursued Successful Careers On The
Stage The Diary Of A Young Girl Wikipedia The Diary Of A
Young Girl, Also Known As The Diary Of Anne Frank, Is A
Book Of The Writings From The Dutch Language Diary Kept
By Anne Frank While She Was In Hiding For Two Years With
Her Family During The Nazi Occupation Of The Netherlands I
ve never been a great fan of Indian authors But I m always
delighted to be proved wrong, and Mathur has certainly proven
me wrong The language is fluid and poised, but always relate
able The characters are few and reasonably well etched given
that it s almost exclusively the narrator s point of view Actually,
it s like we are inside the narrator s head and so it s not very
surprising the constant I perspective Thankfully the narrator is
a captivating enough character The madness and frustration is
something that most of us would relate to esp when we read
hear the news or some new marketing gimmick and the ease
with which people are pulled into the pathos or excitement all
too momentarily.The story line is most thought provoking After
the book I could not help but look around me and view the
world through new eyes, maybe through that of an
unreasonable man Definitely a book that I would recommend
everyone to read so that we don t lose ourselves in the
constant cacophony of marketing that surrounds us Or to
remind ourselves that being unreasonable once in a while is
not a bad thing at all One of the few books that you don t feel
like putting down, till it s done The writing is fresh, original and
packs a good punch A lot of thought seems to have gone into
how specific issues irk and get addressed by the protagonist It
seems logical, despite the improbability of some of the stunts
or anarchic actions Had a lot of fun with this book Kudos to the
author The subject, Pranav is tired of the coporate culture and
the wave of materialism sweeping across Mumbai he packs in
his job and decides to do something that makes a difference
Together with his close friends they set upa series of pranks
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that shake up the sity and its inhabitants, exposing corrupt big
wigs, and receive amazing support from ordinary people
Mathuer s writing is tinged with black humour and cynism, a
simple story that makes its point. This book is dark, funny and
at times quite violent I really enjoyed it The imagination of the
writer shines through in many instances Particularly loved the
car sequence and pimp episode Looking forward to from this
writer. Maybe too cinematic.reminds me of a couple of tamil
movies but the satire feel and the new techniques used are
interesting Impressive for a debut People know you by of the
things you own What car you have, what brands you wear, how
big is your house is, what restuarants you dine, you use iPhone
or S8 etc These days we are happy when we buy a brand new
cellphone than meeting a old childhood friend And even
happier if it s an iPhone Well, its not completely our fault, we
are just following what we are fed Pranav Kumar is the main
protagonist who has similar thoughts as of the above and
wants to change the way people think and live their lives And
one day he quits his jobs and starts the revolution The
revolution which turns the whole system into chaos He
exposes the corrupt, the cheaters and many of those who are
at fault But also in turn is chased by the police and criminal
goons who not just wants to abduct him but kill him The climax
is quite filmy but interesting In the beginning, the plot seems
little slow but speeds up after few chapters inspite of the
complex language the author has used vocabulary is also a bit
complex But Overall Its a good read. Many of us could identify
with Pranav Kumar, the advertising executive who suddenly
thinks out of his cubicle and realises the perils of this
generation s materialism driven existence But he s an aspiring
author too, so he quits his job and tries to change the world
through his writing But the publishers aren t really interested in
the social commentary and opinions of an unknown person
And that s when he decides to really do something With a little
help from his friends, he treads the anarchist path and tries to
shock the system into taking notice of what he s trying to say
The creativity of his campaigns ensures he gets all the
attention from the media and the public, and then some that he
didn t really ask for the cops and the underworld, because he
has managed to disrupt the lives of many important people The
book reminded me of the film A Wednesday in terms of the
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basic premise the common man shocking the system But the
author treats anarchy with the same irreverence that the
protagonist has for consumerist society The plot is fairly
simplistic, despite the creative disruptions, and so is the climax
It is perhaps this simplistic approach that takes away from the
believability of the book But it still is a fun read.
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